Person re-identification (ReID) is a challenging task due to arbitrary human pose variations, background clutters, etc. It has been studied extensively in recent years, but the multifarious local and global features are still not fully exploited by either ignoring the interplay between whole-body images and body-part images or missing in-depth examination of specific body-part images. In this paper, we propose a novel attention-driven multi-branch network that learns robust and discriminative human representation from global whole-body images and local body-part images simultaneously. Within each branch, an intra-attention network is designed to search for informative and discriminative regions within the whole-body or body-part images, where attention is elegantly decomposed into spatial-wise attention and channel-wise attention for effective and efficient learning. In addition, a novel inter-attention module is designed which fuses the output of intra-attention networks adaptively for optimal person ReID. The proposed technique has been evaluated over three widely used datasets CUHK03, Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-ReID, and experiments demonstrate its superior robustness and effectiveness as compared with the state of the arts.
Introduction
Person re-identification (ReID) aims to identify the same individual across non-overlapping cameras. It has attracted increasing interests in recent years in the computer vision and pattern recognition research communities, largely due to its wide applications in surveillance analysis, etc. On the other hand, person
ReID remains an open research challenge because of two major factors. First, the same person often has very large 'intra-class' variation due to different imaging conditions in camera sensors, human poses, occlusion, background clutters and illuminations as illustrated in Fig. 1a . Second, as shown in Fig. 1b , the 'inter-class' variation of different persons may be much smaller as compared with the 'intra-class' variation of the same person. Most traditional methods address these challenges by either designing discriminative features [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] or learning powerful similarity metrics [9, 10, 11, 12, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
Deep neural networks have been widely used for the person ReID task in recent years. Leveraging large-scale person ReID datasets such as CUHK03 [18] , Market-1501 [19] and DukeMTMC-ReID [20] , they have achieved very competitive performance and become prevalent in human visual feature learning.
Most existing methods [21, 22] learn a global representation from whole-body images but lose discriminative information lying around specific body parts. For example, the two distinct persons in the middle of Fig. 1b have very similar global appearance but fine differences around the head region. To capture the local discriminative information, several works [23, 24] have been reported to learn part representations from some predefined horizontal partition strips. But human images collected by automatic detectors often suffer from misalignment and even part missing as illustrated in Fig. 1c . To address the misalignment issue, pose estimation [25, 26] has been exploited to detect human parts to learn the local discriminative features. On the other hand, different regions within the same human part usually have different importance to the local discriminative feature learning, and different human parts also have different contributions to the final person ReID matching. Visual attention can be exploited to detect informative pixels/regions within an image, which has good potential to train better deep network models by guiding the learning toward informative image regions [27, 28] . Given top-down target information, it helps to learn target relevant features and produces an attention map where regions of interest if present usually have much stronger response as compared with non-target regions. Attention has been used in person
ReID, but most works [29, 30] learn global attention from whole-body images only where discriminative features of body-part images are often suppressed, e.g. the global attention has strong responses around certain specific regions only as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Several attempts have been reported [29, 31] to learn attention in multiple rounds under different parameters aiming to capture more local discriminative features, but the learnt attention is still global using whole-body images which often leads to redundant focus around similar regions.
We design an attention-driven person ReID network that addresses the above constraints from two aspects: 1) it learns complementary discriminative representations from global whole-body images and local body-part images independently, and 2) it fuses the global and local features according to their learned contributions/importance to the feature matching. We formulate the two aspects by two specific terms, namely, intra-attention and inter-attention. The intra-attention aims to guide the learning to capture discriminative features of whole-body images and body-part images more precisely. For the whole body and each of the interested body parts, a dedicated intra-attention network is designed to learn the optimal feature representation and attention maps simultaneously. The inter-attention then learns optimal weights adaptively for optimal fusion of the output of intra-attention networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt that models intra-attention and inter-attention under an end-to-end trainable network architecture. The proposed technique has four major contributions as listed:
• It designs a novel multi-branch network architecture that learns precise and discriminative person ReID features under the guidance of intraattention and inter-attention.
• It designs a novel intra-attention network that learns discriminative features from precisely aligned global whole-body images and body-part images concurrently and independently.
• It designs a novel inter-attention module that fuses discriminative features of the global whole-body images and local body-part images adaptively for optimal person ReID.
• It develops an end-to-end trainable deep network system that achieves superior person ReID performance across a number of widely used benchmarking datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly overviews related works. Section 3 presents our proposed method in detail. Implementation details and experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, several concluding remarks are drawn in Section 5.
Related work
Person ReID has been studied for years and a large number of person ReID techniques have been reported in the literature. This section will focus on prior works using deep networks because our proposed approach is deep network based and also deep network based techniques clearly outperform most prior works using 'shallow' models. According to different learning strategies, existing deep network based methods can be broadly grouped into three categories including: 1) methods using global whole-body information only [32, 18, 33, 34, 35, 21, 36, 37, 22, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43] , 2) methods using both global whole-body and local body-part information [44, 23, 45, 24, 46, 25, 26, 47 ] and 3) methods using attention [28, 27, 48, 49, 29, 30, 31, 50, 51] .
Person ReID using whole-body information
Earlier deep person ReID works learn global representation from whole-body images only. Different approaches have been reported to learn representation features and distance metrics by using different losses such as identity classification loss, pair-wise verification loss and triplet ranking loss [32, 18, 33] . For example, Xiao et al. [21] train a classification model by treating images of a unique person as a specific category. In [36, 37] , pose-normalized images are included to train the classification model. Different networks have also been investigated for the person ReID problem. For example, Siamese networks which learn to estimate the similarity between a pair of images have been studied for person ReID by jointly considering classification and verification losses [34, 38] .
Triplet networks have also been studied for person ReID by learning relative similarity among three types of images including anchors, positive ones and negative ones. For example, Wang et al. [22] combine triplet loss with a pairwise verification loss to unify a single-image representation and a cross-image representation and Hermans et al. [39] use a variant of the triplet loss to perform end-to-end deep metric learning. Quadruplet deep network which learn from four input images with a margin-based online hard negative mining strategy have also been investigated for person ReID problem recently [40] . Further, different person attributes have been examined to improve the discrimination of the learned representation, e.g. Lin et al. [42] explore complementary cues from attribute labels for better ReID performance and Su et al. [35] design a semi-supervised attribute learning framework to learn binary attribute features. Though these methods can learn global person representation effectively, they often produce sub-optimal ReID performance because they ignore the very informative details around body parts.
Person ReID using whole-body and part information
To address the constraints of using the whole-body information only, a number of new methods have recently been designed to capture richer and finer visual cues by jointly learning from both whole-body images and body-part images.
These newly designed methods can be broadly classified into three categories depending on the part generation scheme. Methods in the first category use some predefined partition strategy such as fixed-height horizontal strips [23, 24, 46] . This approach is simple to implement, but the predefined partitions are often it can easily lead to failure when certain body parts are occluded or missing due to detection errors. Methods in the third category jointly learn part regions and features. For example, Li et al. [47] propose to localize body parts using Spatial Transformer Networks (STN) [52] but the learned body parts may belong to similar regions. Yao et al. [53] propose to estimate body parts in a feature space and generate local features by ROI pooling, but the method is computationally intensive in both training and testing stages. More importantly, these methods focus more on developing robust part partition schemes instead of extracting discriminative features from body parts, and most of them ignore different importance while fusing local features of different body parts.
Person ReID using attention
In recent years, visual attention [54] has been widely exploited to learn visual representations in various tasks in classification [28, 55] , object recognition [27] , image captioning [48] as well as person ReID [3, 31, 30, 50, 51, 56] . Liu et al. [3] propose an attention model that dynamically generates discriminative features from global whole-body images in a recurrent way. Li et al. [31] propose a Harmonious Attention (HA) model that locates body parts from whole-body images and learns multi-scale feature maps simultaneously. Liu et al. [30] propose a multi-directional attention module that generates attentive features by masking different levels of features using an attention map. Si, et al. [50] extract feature vectors by pooling predefined sub-regions and then apply an intra-sequence attention mechanism to refine the extracted feature vectors. Chang et al. [51] propose a Multi-Level Factorisation Net (MLFN) that learns visual factors at multiple semantic levels where an attentive factor selection module is designed to dynamically select which subset of factor modules are activated. Most existing works thus focus on attention learning using whole-body images, where dedicated attention learning from each body parts is largely neglected. On the other hand, global attention focuses more on global informative regions which often suppresses or ignores local informative regions around body parts and accordingly leads to suboptimal ReID performance when person images suffer from large pose variations, severe misalignments, local occlusion, etc.
The proposed attention-driven person ReID technique addresses the above constraints from two aspects. First, it learns complementary intra-attention from global whole-body images and local body-parts images independently. Second, it exploits inter-attention that fuses the global and local features according to their relevance to person ReID.
Methodology
Given n training images I = {I i } of person ReID is to learn a model that is capable of re-identifying images of the same person given some query image. We design a multi-branch attentiondriven network that simultaneously learns and fuses discriminative and complementary features from both global whole-body images and local body-part images as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The following subsections will describe the design and implementation of the attention-driven person ReID network in detail, specifically on the base network, the body part detection and alignment, the intra-attention network and the inter-attention module.
Base network
We adopt the Residual units [57] as the basic building elements and design a multi-branch network for person ReID. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the designed network consists of five branches including: 1) one branch that aims to learn global features from whole-body images and 2) four independent branches that aim to learn local features from four body-part images. To minimize the model complexity, we simplify the ResNet50 in both network layers and channel num-bers. In addition, we remove the last down-sampling operation in each branch (for higher granularity of the learnt features). All five branches learn independently, targeting optimal capture of complementary and discriminative identification features from whole-body images and four body-part images as well as minimization of overfitting risks. More details of the architecture of the base network are listed in Table 1 . 
Body part detection and alignment
Human images especially those collected using automatic detectors often suffer from various misalignment by either including too much background clutters or missing certain body parts. On the other hand, robust person ReID often requires good alignment of human body and sometimes even body parts. Based on the observation that human body and body parts can usually be localized by body joints, we employ pose estimation [58, 59] to first localize body joints and then use the localized body joints for human alignment. In particular, we adopt an off-the-shelf pose estimator [58] that directly produces 2D locations of 18 major body joints K j (j = 1, ..., 18) as illustrated in Fig. 4a .
Note that joint detection may suffer from detection errors while dealing with low-quality images due to occlusion, poor lighting, etc. We improve the joint detection by leveraging a set of canonical human poses that represent a list of typical human body configurations as exhibited in public surveillance cameras.
Then for a new person image, only body joints with good detection confidence are kept and those missing or with ultra-low detection confidence are estimated by using the canonical poses. With 18 landmark body joints as illustrated in Fig. 4b , we first localize and divide the human images into five body regions as illustrated in Fig. 4c . In particular, the five regions are defined by the respective body joints which consist of the whole body region P 0 = {K 1 , ..., K 18 }, the head region P 1 = {K 1 , ..., K 8 }, the upper-body region P 2 = {K 6 , ..., K 14 }, the upperleg region P 3 = {K 13 , ..., K 16 } and the lower-leg region
Let (x j , y j ) denote the coordinates of the 18 major body joints, several key parameters of the global human region can be computed as follows:
where (x l , x r ), (x c , y c ) and H denote the horizontal boundary, the center and the height of the whole body region, respectively. The bar symbol in x j and y j denotes a mean operator. For each body region P i , (i = 0, ..., 4), the corresponding bounding box R i , (i = 0, ..., 4) can thus be determined as follows:
where β is the height of overlapping between two neighboring regions which is empirically set at H/10. For the sample image in Fig. 4a, Fig. 4c shows the determined five human regions.
Intra-attention network
The intra-attention network is constructed by stacking multiple representa- 
where v i and a i are the input and output of feature extraction path of block B i , and F is the stacked residual unit with parameters θ i . The output a i is a 3-D tensor a i ∈ R h×w×c , where h, w, and c denote the height, width, and channel number of the feature map a i , respectively.
The attention path acts as a mask function to re-weight the features for automatic inference of regions of interest. It processes every input features of B i to obtain an attention score m i ∈ R h×w×c with the same size as a i :
where M is the attention scoring function with parameters φ i . With the attention mask, the basic form of the adjusted features become:
where ⊗ denotes element wise product, and v i+1 is the output of B i . Higher scores will be computed around the local regions that are more relevant to the the discriminative representation, largely driven by the loss function that aims to reduce the person ReID error to be described in Section 3.5.
More details of the proposed intra-attention network will be described in the following subsections, including encoder-decoder network, spatial-wise and channel-wise attention and optimization as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Encoder-decoder network Coherent understanding of the whole image and further focusing on discriminative local regions are essential for confidence estimation in various image recognition and classification tasks. For example, head, hat and glasses become the most discriminative visual cues around the head region while working on images of lower resolutions progressively. Aiming to capture discriminative features across multiple scales, we design an intra-attention network that employs the popular encoder-decoder structure as illustrated in In particular, the spatial-wise attention attempts to focus on semanticrelated regions in the spatial domain, e.g. the head when we want to extract features from the head region as illustrated in Fig. 4c . In the proposed intraattention networks, the spatial-wise attention S i ∈ R h×w×1 of block B i is computed by a convolutional layer which is formulated as follows:
where f is the convolutional operation with parameter matrix W s i , A i is the initial attention confidence score as computed by the encoder-decoder network.
At the other end, each feature channel is actually an activation response of the corresponding convolutional filter and can be viewed as a semantic attribute.
The learning of the channel-wise attention can therefore be interpreted as a process of selecting the most discriminative semantic attributes across multiple channels. For example, the channel-wise attention attempts to assign higher weights to the features of hat, glasses and hair while learning features around the head region. In implementation, an averaging pooling is first applied to each channel A i to obtain a channel feature V i ∈ R 1×1×c . A convolutional layer is then employed to obtain the channel-wise attention map C i ∈ R 1×1×c . Finally, the spatial-wise attention S i and channel-wise attention C i are combined by first multiplying S i and C i and followed by a 1×1 convolution operation. The output m i is normalized to the range of [0, 1] using a sigmoid function as illustrated in Optimization As studied in [28] , element-wise production in Eq. 5 using a mask ranging from 0 to 1 may degrade the features of deep network layers.
We address this issue by using a residual attention scheme which modifies the masking operation as follows:
As defined in Eq. 7, the adjusted features will approximate the original ones when the attention score approximates 0. Otherwise, they are enhanced depending on the attention score. The new masking operation therefore attenuates the feature adjustment as compared with the one in Eq. 5.
Inter-attention network
The intra-attention networks learn discriminative features within the re- We design an inter-attention module that adaptively fuses the output of the four intra-attention networks. Let E i (i = 1, ..., 4) denote local features of the four intra-attention body-part networks, the corresponding weights µ i can be learnt via four independent fully-connected layers as follows:
where w i and b i , i = 1, ..., 4 denote the weight vector and bias term of the four fully-connected layers. By applying the same aforementioned residual scheme in Eq. 7, the fused local feature E l can be derived by:
where [, ] denotes concatenation.
The final person ReID feature is derived by assigning the same weight to the global feature E g (learnt from the whole-body images) and the fused part feature E l . The principle here is that the global feature E g and the fused part feature E l have similar contributions to the person ReID though they usually capture complementary identification information, more details to be discussed in Section 4.4. Note we also investigated the scheme of learning the weight of E g in the similar way as in Eq. 8, but the obtained performance is slightly lower than the scheme described above.
Loss functions
We use the cross-entropy classification loss to train both intra-attention networks and inter-attention module. Given a training image I i with identity label L i and X i denoting the input of the prediction layer, the cross-entropy loss l can be evaluated as follows
where n is the number of training images, q is the number of identity and W k is parameter of the prediction function for the training identity k.
As described in the previous subsections, each intra-attention network is trained separately using an independent loss. Additionally, the inter-attention module also employs a loss to learn how to fuse features for optimal person
ReID. The overall loss is thus defined as follows:
where λ controls the relative weights of the intra-attention loss and the interattention loss which is empirically set at 0.5 in our implemented system.
Experiments

Datasets and settings
Datasets Our proposed method is evaluated over three widely used datasets including CUHK03 [18] , Market-1501 [19] and DukeMTMC-ReID [20] ( Table   2 ). The CUHK03 consists of 14,097 images of 1,467 different identities, where 6 campus cameras were deployed for image collection and each identity is captured by 2 campus cameras. This dataset provides two types of annotations, one by manually labelled bounding boxes and the other by bounding boxes produced by an automatic detector [60] . The dataset also provides 20 random train/test splits used in [18] which selects 100 identities for testing and the rest for training. We select the first split and use 100 identities for testing and the rest 1,367 identities for training. The Market-1501 is collected using 6 cameras, which consists of 32,668 images of 1,501 identities as generated by an automatic detector. We follow the training and evaluation protocol in [19] , which splits images into a training set with 12,936 images and a testing set with 19,732 images. The DukeMTMC-ReID is a subset of DukeMTMC which was collected using 8 cameras for the study of cross camera tracking. It consists of images of 1,404 identities where half is used for training and the other half for testing.
Specifically, there are 2,228 queries, 17,661 galleries, and 16,522 training images, respectively. We follow the protocol in [20] for experiments on this dataset. Evaluation protocol The performance of person ReID is evaluated by using the widely used cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) [61] across all three datasets. CMC is a widely used metric in person ReID evaluation. Take the single-gallery-shot setting (each gallery identity has only one instance) as an example. For each query, all gallery samples are ranked according to their distances to the query, and the CMC top-k accuracy is evaluated by:
1 if top-k ranked gallery samples contain the query identity, 0 otherwise (12) It is actually a shifted step function, and the CMC curve can be derived by averaging the shifted step functions over all queries. Due to the space limit and also for direct comparison with the state of the arts, we only report the CMC accuracy at selected ranks instead of plotting actual CMC curves. The mean Average Precision (mAP) score [19] is also reported for the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-ReID. But for the CUHK03, the mAP is not reported as in [18, 47, 46, 37] because the gallery has only one image for each identity. All experiments adopt the single-query evaluation mode, and no re-ranking is performed for our method as well as compared methods.
Implementation details Our ReID model is implemented and trained on the
Keras [62] , and Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is used for optimization.
The model is first pre-trained on the ImageNet (ILSVRC2012) [63] 
Comparison with state of the arts
The proposed method is evaluated and benchmarked with most state-of-theart person Re-ID techniques over the three most widely used datasets including the Market-1501, the DukeMTMC-reID and the CUHK03.
For the Market-1501, the proposed method is compared with 17 state-of-theart methods and Table 3 shows experimental results (the three methods above the horizontal line use traditional 'shallow' model and the rest uses deep models).
As attributed to the intra-attention networks and inter-attention module that learn discriminative features from both global whole-body images and local body-part images simultaneously. Further, our strategy of progressive feature selection at multi-scale feature maps also helps to learn robust and discriminative features. For the larger and more recent dataset DukeMTMC-reID, the proposed method is compared with 9 state-of-the-art methods and Table 4 shows experimental results (the two methods above the horizontal line use traditional 'shallow' model and the rest uses deep models). As Table 4 
Ablation study
Our proposed method learns discriminative person ReID features by using both global whole-body images and local body-part images. To tackle the misalignment and background clutters, pose estimation is employed to align the whole-body images and extract body-part images automatically. In addition, five branches of intra-attention networks are designed each of which learns attention of the whole body or one of four body parts, respectively. Further, an inter-attention module is designed which fuses the outputs of the five intraattention networks according to their importance to person ReID. To find out how each of these innovative components help to achieve the outstanding person
ReID performance in Tables 3-5 , we develop five networks for ablation analysis including 1) a baseline model that implements the base multi-branch network without using attention (body parts are derived using predefined fixed horizontal strips [23, 24] ); 2) an aligned model that uses pose estimation to extract the four body parts beyond the baseline; 3) an intra-attention model that includes the intra-attention network in each branch beyond the aligned model; 4)
an inter-attention model that includes the inter-attention module beyond the aligned model; and 5) an intra+inter model that include the inter-attention module beyond the intra-attention model. Table 6 show how the five networks perform over the three datasets where only Rank-1 and mAP results are shown. As Table 6 shows, the inclusion of pose estimation, intra-attention and inter-attention all helps to improve the person ReID performance clearly. The use of pose estimation consistently improves the person ReID performance, largely because it helps for more accurate person alignment and body part detection as compared with the use of some fixed predefined partitioning in the baseline model. In addition, either intra or inter model outperforms the aligned model consistently across the three datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of using intra-attention and interattention in the person ReID problem. Furthermore, the concurrent inclusion of intra-attention and inter-attention in the intra+inter outperforms the use of either intra-attention or inter-attention alone, demonstrating the complemen- shows, the use of intra-attention and inter-attention helps to improve the person Re-ID performance significantly as compared with the baseline model. 
Discussion
Beyond the ablation analysis, we also study three individual factors that could affect the person ReID performance including the contributions of individual human regions with and without using intra-attention, the decomposition of attention into spatial-wise attention and channel-wise attention, and different combinations of the local and global features.
Intra-attention analysis We evaluate how the global feature from whole-body images and local feature from body-part images contribute to the person ReID performance with and without intra-attention. Table 7 shows experimental results over the Market-1501 dataset. As Table 7 shows, global features from whole-body images have much higher contributions than local features from any individual body parts. In addition, the fusion of local features from the four body parts can achieve comparable performance with the global features.
Furthermore, the combination of the global and local features further improves the performance with or without using the intra-attention. The different contributions of each body part also show the necessity of learning adaptive weights for feature fusion.
The significance of using the intra-attention networks and inter-attention Note the attention maps from images of four body parts are fused for better visualization.
module to capture the complementariness of global features from whole-body images and local features from body-part images is further illustrated in Fig. 7 .
For each example image, six intra-attention maps are computed where the three in the first row are computed from global whole-body images and the three in the second row are computed from four body-part images. Additionally, each of the three intra-attention maps from left to right are output of Blocks 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 5 , respectively, which are computed progressively at different scales.
As Fig. 7 shows, the intra-attention of whole-body images and body-part images are complementary which detects different regions for feature learning. In particular, the intra-attention of whole-body images detects more global structures whereas the intra-attention of body-part images detects more local details within respective body parts. This further shows the necessity and effectiveness of learning global and local level attention simultaneously.
Spatial-wise and channel-wise attention One key idea in the intra-attention networks is to first decompose the attention into spatial-wise attention and channel-wise attention and then derive the overall attention by multiplying the spatial-wise attention and channel-wise attention as described in Section 3.3.
We study how this attention decomposition approach helps to improve the person ReID performance as compared with the traditional attention estimation without decomposition. Table 8 shows experimental results over the Market-1501 dataset. As Table 8 shows, the attention decomposition scheme improves the person ReID performance clearly, with a Rank-1 improvement by 1.39% and a mAP improvement by 2.75%, respectively. This demonstrates the advantages and effectiveness of learning spatial-wise and channel-wise attention separately. Inter-attention analysis We also study the effectiveness of the proposed interattention module by testing three feature fusion variants including: 1) direct concatenation of global and local features in testing stage; 2) conventional fullyconnected fusion of global and local features in both training and testing stages; and 3) inter-attention fusion that learns adaptive feature weights. Table 9 shows experimental results over the Market-1501. As Table 9 shows, fusing features across global and local regions in training stage generally outperforms fusing features in testing stage only. In addition, fusing features using learned adaptive weights further improves the person ReID accuracy, which validates the rational of our inter-attention design that learning the relative importance of local features is beneficial to person ReID.
Parameter setting We first studied how λ in loss function affects the person ReID performance over three datasets. The results are shown in Table 10 , where two points can be observed: 1) a moderate λ can bring extra supervision that helps to enhance the feature discriminability as learned by intra-attention networks; 2) the ReID performance is sensitive to λ when person images have more occlusion and background clutters. The first point can be observed by the clearly higher person ReID accuracy when λ becomes non-zero. The second point can be seen from the DukeMTMC-reID images that have wider camera views and more complex scene layout (as compared with Market-1501 and CUHK03 images) and so experience larger performance degradation when λ becomes larger. We also studied the impact of β, the height of the overlapping between two neighboring regions, over the Market-1501 and the DukeMTMC-reID. Experimental results are shown in Table 11 , where we can see that the person ReID is not very sensitive to β.
In addition, the new studies also show that our proposed method achieves the best performance when β and λ are set at (0.1, 3H/48), (0.1, 3H/48) and (0.2, 3H/48), for the Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03 as shown in the last row of Table 6 . The small variations of the optimal parameter settings across three very different datasets also demonstrate the robustness of our proposed technique. Table 1 . Additionally, the intra-attention and inter-attention are both computational light and do not introduce much computational overhead. 
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Conclusion
This paper proposes an end-to-end trainable network framework that learns a multi-branch attention-driven network model for accurate and robust person
ReID. Different from most existing ReID methods that either ignore the matching misalignment problem or exploit global attention learning methods, the proposed intra-attention network is designed to detect informative regions within whole-body images and body-part images independently at multiple resolutions. This is achieved by the intra-attention module design in combination with a five-branch CNN architecture. In addition, a novel inter-attention module is designed which learns adaptive weights to fuse different intra-attention features for the optimal person ReID. Experiments over three widely used benchmarking datasets show that the proposed technique achieves superior person ReID performance as compared with the state of the art.
An ablation analysis is also performed to provide more insight of the designed network model. Leveraging our unique exploitation of local features of bodypart images with inter and intra attention, we will continue to investigate more accurate and robust person ReID by incorporating trainable pose estimation and even semantic human part parsing in our future work.
